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Company Overview
Founded over 40 years ago as a tax preparation business, TaxSlayer Pro has grown
into a nationwide tax software company with more than 100 employees. Seasoned
tax professionals, who are actively involved in tax preparation, test and design the
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program, ensuring that the software is complete and error free. We use our
experience to develop built-in diagnostics that alert you to errors at the point of
entry rather than the end of the tax return. The ease of use that has been designed
into the program makes tax preparation quick and accurate.

Markets Served
TaxSlayer Pro serves tax and accounting professionals.

Product
TaxSlayer Pro gives you a complete professional tax software package at one low
price. TaxSlayer Pro includes the complete 1040 program; all states package; Business
package with forms 1120, 1120S, 1065, 1041, 5500 and 990; free e-�le of direct deposits
and electronic mailed returns; Multiple RAL bank support; full network capability;
depreciation module; and year-round technical support. TaxSlayer Pro lets you select
how to enter information via your preferred method of a menu or form-driven
approach. Our internal diagnostics system �nds errors immediately and helps you
avoid costly mistakes. TaxSlayer Pro also offers TaxSlayer Books, a fully integrated
bookkeeping package to make �ling your business returns as simple as the click of a
mouse.

Customer Support
TaxSlayer Pro support, which is based in the United States, has been rated as one of
the top customer support staffs for the past seven years as ranked by the NATP, giving
you the �nest service available in the industry. TaxSlayer Pro support resolves issues
in minutes not days, and provides you with immediate and comprehensive
assistance. During tax season, technical support is staged around the clock by the
very programmers and developers who create and test the software. Contact us or
check out our website today. We know you will be glad you looked and will be ready
to make the switch to TaxSlayer Pro.

TaxSlayer Pro

610 Ronald Reagan Dr., Evans, GA, 30809

(888) 420-1040

Sales@taxslayerpro.com

www.taxslayerpro.com
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Number of Employees: 100+

Year Founded: 1964

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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